In this paper we study the properties of an "antiholomorphic energy functional" on a compact Riemann surface R. An interesting feature of this functional, not shared by the usual energy of harmonic maps, is its symmetry with respect to the inversion of the map. For surfaces of negative curvature we prove that, in any homotopy class containing an orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms, there exist a unique critical point. We also relate the functional to lagrangian area minimizing maps, as well as to Teichmiiller theory and the abelian vortex equation. The functional is then seen to be related to the "distance" of an invariant Lorentzian metric. We will explicitly write the exponential coordinates of such metric. In these coordinates the Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional turns out to be linear, it also coincides with the equation of orthogonality to the orbits of the group D of diffeomorphism of the surface. The Lorentzian metric restricted to M_IfD is the Weil-Petersson metric, this allows us to express the equation of Weil-Petersson geodesics only in terms of the hyperbolic geometry of the surface.
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Introduction.
Let R be a compact connected Riemann surface of genus bigger then one. Let ¢;be a smooth map of R into itself, let g, h be hermitian metrics on R, such that it is endowed with the conformal structures which they induce. Consider the functional ( 
1.1)
M/VQ between two points g and h in M-I/VQ, is such that the diagonal map from (i?, m) into (i?, g) x (i?, h) is harmonic and conformal, moreover (i?, m) satisfies the abelian vortex equation, see [6] . The Lorentzian metric restricted to .M_i is positive definite, and the induced metric on Teichmiiller space T = M-I/VQ coincides with the Weil-Petersson metric. This allows us to determine the equation of the Weil-Petersson geodesies only in terms of the hyperbolic geometry of the surface. In the last section we prove the existence and uniqueness Theorem for critical points of TQ homotopic to the identity. To obtain this result we use a Wente-type estimate, the Mumford, and Cheger-Gromov compactness Theorems, (see [2] , [9] , and [8] ) and apply the "continuity method". The authors would like to thank professor G. Anzellotti, L. Simon, R. Schoen and the referee for many discussions and helpful suggestions. This work was completed while the second author was visiting Brest and Stanford University, he would like to express his gratitude for a very warm hospitality.
The functional.
Let R be a compact connected Riemann surface of genus strictly bigger then 1. Let #, h be hermitian metrics on R, and 0 : R -> R be a smooth map of R into itself; let us consider the functional 7Ms,M)= [ mwdvoig.
JR
In an analogous way one can define the functional TQ and T^. Let us give to R the Riemann surface structures given by g and h respectively, then in holomorphic local coordinate we can write g = p dzdz, h = a dwdw.
Lemma 2.1. Let ij) be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of R, and (j) a smooth map of R into itself, then we have:
(i) If cj) is a diffeomorphism then Td{g,h,(j)) = Ta(/i,p,</> _1 )
(ii) T d (g,r(h),cl>)=T d (g,h,(f>o^) (in) Td(a 2 g,h,(/)) = aTd(g,h,(f)) for every positive constant a. (iv) If g = h then the identity map is a critical point ofT^.
The same relations hold for TQ in the case of TQ, we conclude by change of variable via the diffeomorphism (/>. Here Jac is the jacobian matrix. The case of TQ is similar.
In the case of T^ we have in real coordinates 11^(0-1)11 = J ^l^traceiJac^-^Jac^- 1 
)).
Hence the claim follows from change of variable in the integral via the diffeomorphism 0, together with the identity
y(trace(Jac((l))Jac((l)) T )~l\det(Jac((l)))\ = J {trace{Jac{(j))Jac{(j)) T ),
which can be proved by using the eigenvalues of the positive definite symmetric two by two real matrix Jac((j)) Jac(</>) T . The properties (ii) and (iii) are clear. For (iv) we may consider a variation </>£ of 0, differentiate the functional with respect to t, and compute at t=0. Since, denoting the identity map with I, we have ||9(/)|| = 0, ||9(J)|| = ||d(/)|| = 1, and the identity is harmonic, we conclude. □
In this paper we will only study the functional TQ. The Euler-Lagrange operator £(</>, g,h) for the functional TQ is given in local holomorphic coordinates by: 
for every x G B. Where Kg and K^ are the Gauss curvatures of g, h respectively.
Proof. Consider the operator pcr(<t))d<f)
Since <f) is critical, then the real part of d£' vanishes identically, we will denote with Re the real and with Im the imaginary part of a complex number. We have:
.
But dd (logp 2 ) = -Kg£ and dd (loga 2 ) = -K h^-. The result follows.
□

Remark 1.
If g and h have negative curvature everywhere, then every smooth non antiholomorphic critical point of T^, must be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. In fact, by the above Lemma, since </> is smooth, then the jacobian determinant of ^> is positive on the closure of B, hence B is open and closed, so if it is non empty it must coincide with R. In particular if Kg = Kh = -1 then every non antiholomorphic critical point of TQ is a simplectic diffeomorphism. Similarly, if g has negative curvature everywhere and there exists a smooth critical point of TQ which is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, then h has also negative curvature everywhere. 
In other words 
The second variation of T^ is given by
Hence by adding formula (2.1) with its conjugate, and integrating by part we find
since </ > is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. gives \detA\ > "^jf 1 . □ 3. The coordinates P,Q. Hence the Euler-Lagrange equation £' = 0 is equivalent to
Observe that da = 9^. Define M = a 2 a{3 = p 2 FQ. We have 3(log(M)) = ^(loga 2 ) + S(loga) + j-.
And by plugging (3.1) and its conjugate into the above equation we find dlogM = dloga 2 + dlogF -^loga 2^ -^d w loga 2 p+ ^BlogF i.e.
There are natural global differential operators on (R,g),
(essentially the covariant complex derivatives) defined as follows:
The main properties of the operators L r , K r are the following See e.g. [16] , [17] . Recall that a Beltrami differential /i is harmonic if and only if we can write /i = d y ol , where q is a holomorphic quadratic differential, and this is the case if and only if K-2 (/i) = 0.
We say that a metric h E M is critical with respect to the fixed metric g if the identity map is critical for TQ between (i?, g) and (i?, h).
By the above computation we conclude Let us denote with Cg the space of metrics which are critical with respect tog.
Remark 2. If </> is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of R, then
JR
When the metrics have negative curvature, we can interpret the critical point of TQ as area minimizing maps in suitable Riemannian 4-manifolds. Let g and h be two metrics on i?, both with strictly negative curvature, consider the product R x R with the metric
<"^m^+m m -
The above Riemannian manifold will henceforth be denoted by R * R. We have the following
Lemma 3.3. Let g and h be two metrics with strictly negative curvature, let </) : R -> R be a non antiholomorphic smooth map, and cj) : R -> R * R be the graph map given by <j)(x) = (x,(f)(x)). Then (f> is critical with respect to Td(g,h), if and only if (f) is minimal and with lagrangian image with respect to the simplectic form KgdVolg-KhdVol^. In this case Vol(<j)(R))
We havep = jfag+mpfa).
Set g(0) = ( ^y a dVoi^ ) ' Note that the map (j) preserves curvature if and only if (f) has lagrangian image if and only if q((f)) = 0. Let ^ be a variation of </> which for small t may be assumed to be given by the graphs of a variation fa of </>. Then
Now the lemma follows from Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2. □ Remark 3. Let ^ be a critical and ^ = (^1,^2) be its graph map, then we define
Let us collect some formulas for future reference. Since $ is harmonic, conformal, and with lagrangian image, it satisfies the following equations (in the £ coordinates.)
88^2 + 5,"(l0ga 2 )9*2^2 = 1/2 (9*2^42 + 5*2^^2) .
{
Moreover from above we derive the Bochner type formula
Remark 4. If both metric g and h have constant negative curvature, it is observed in [12] that every minimal immersion has lagrangian image.
The constant curvature case.
Throughout this section we will assume that both g and h have constant Gauss curvature -1.
Lemma 4.1. There is a unique critical point of TQ in the homotopy class of an orientation preserving diffeomorphism.
Proof Let (/>o an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, let </>o be its graph map; It follows from Schoen-Yau [11] , that there exists a metric m(g,/i, 0o) of constant curvature -1 on i?, and a map \I/ = ($1, ^2) -(-R, ^(s? h, 0o)) -> R*R which is harmonic, conformal, and homotopic to <^o-Since Kg = Kh = -1, then J?* R = (R,g) x (R^h) and both $1, ^2 are harmonic. Then, by [10] , they are orientation preserving diffeomorphism, and by Remark 4, the map 4 r 2 0^i~1 is a critical point for TQ. It follows from Schoen [12] , that there exists only one such critical point. Therefore also the metric ra(g, /i, </>o) is uniquely determined by g h and 00. □ Remark 5. Note that, in the case of constant curvature, the lagrangian condition implies that the maps ^1 and ^2 have the same energy density, so they have the same energy. Moreover we have Given two metrics g and h with constant curvature -1, let $(g,h) be the (2,0) part of h with respect to g, and let E(g, h) be the energy of the harmonic map from (i?, g) to (i?, h) homotopic to the identity. Then the map rrig described above is defined by the following equation 
.2) T d ((f>,g,h) = E(m g (h),g) = E(m g (h),h).
Equation (4.1), implies that the Teichmiiller class of g is the only fixed point of rrig. Moreover, since, according to Wolf, [14] , the holomorphic quadratic differentials give coordinates in Teichmiiller space, it follows that rrig is bijective, and by the implicit function Theorem, rrig is a diffeomorphism of Teichmiiller space. Again from equation (4.1) we derive that m g (h) = m h (g).
Lemma 4.3. We have that the differential of rrig at g equals 1/2 Identity.
Proof. Consider the energy of harmonic maps as a function E : T x T -> R. Recall that -$(/i, g) is the Weil Peterson gradient of the energy with respect to the first variable, see [13] , hence equation (4.1) says
-(mg(h),g) = --( mg (h),h)
Differentiating with respect to h and evaluating in g we find
Since E takes its minimum on the diagonal of T x T, by differentiating the equality § §:(h^h) = 0, and evaluating at #, we find Q^.Q X . {g^g) + 
Theorem 4.4. The function Td[g] is smooth and proper, its absolute minimum is taken at g, which is also its only critical point. Moreover the hessian ofTd[g] at g is two times the the Weil-Petersson metric.
Proof. The Theorem follows from the analogous results for the energy function, see [13] , together with formula (4.2) and Lemma 4.3. □ Remark 6. It is easy to see from the above, that in the case of the sphere with constant curvature +1, the only critical points of TQ are the antiholomorphic maps and the isometrics. In the case of the flat torus T the situation is more complicated, in fact, for example, the map z -> z + z, from the complex plane into itself, induces a critical point (j) of T3, such that 90 is nowhere zero, however (j) is not an isomorphism.
The generalized Lorentzian metric.
Let g E .M, given by g = p 2 dzdz. Let A; be a tangent vectors to M. at g, so A: is a bilinear symmetric form. Let k be the contraction of k with the metric g. Define the quadratic form on Tg(M) given by
2 dzdz then the Lorentzian metric resulting from polarization is « fci, fe »g= f (A'xA'2/2 + X'2-A'i/2 -B'iB'2) dVolg.
JR
The above metric is "generalized Lorentzian" since the spaces {P 1 = 0} and {Q 1 -0} decompose the tangent space to M. at g in orthogonal direct sum; moreover the metric is positive definite on the space {P f = 0} locally parameterized by a pair of real functions, whereas it is negative definite onlQ' = 0}, which is locally parameterized by a single real function. Note that the group V of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of R acts by pull-back on M. Then we have the following 
If we set 6 = (p 2 dzdz) l / 2 u, then 6 is in ^(-l) and
(5
In other words a vector I nl j is tangent to the g orbit, if and only if there exists an element 6 e S(-l) such that P' = ReK-^O), Q' = L_i((9). If we write the metric v in the form v = (Q' + 2P 7 + Q') g then we obtain Proof. We already observed that #(0,0) = g and GM?(0,0) = /. Let h be a metric with coordinates P^, Qh with respect to g, then the square norm of a tangent vector to h is given by mi*, QOII 2 =jm -^ -V4jT ®% Q %^g.
It follows that the restriction to M-I/VQ of the Lorentzian metric induced on
The energy of a path 7(t) is
Take a variation 7(^,5) with 7(0,5) = 7(0) and 7(1,3) = 7(1). Let us indicate with ' the differentiation with respect to t and with * the one with respect to s. Differentiating the energy with respect to s and evaluating at (0,0) we obtain 
dE(t,s) ds
= 11 {Q'Q' + Q'Q--WP') dVoi g dt.
(^0). Let us consider the complex structure on R that makes ho =7(^0) conformal. We find as above that for every t G [0,1] the metric ^(t) is critical with respect to 7(^0), hence 7(£o) is critical with respect to 7(t). It follows that 7 / (£) is orthogonal to the VQ orbit of ^(t). If 7' is orthogonal to the VQ orbit at every point of 7, then (7(7) is a geodesic in M/VQ. □
Let us now consider two metrics g and /i, both with constant curvature -1. Let 7(t) be the Lorentzian geodesic joining g and h, assume that h is critical with respect to g. Let m be the metric corresponding to the medium point of the geodesic. Let us consider on R the complex structure that makes m conformal, set m = p 2 dzdz. Denote the corresponding exponential coordinates with P, Q. We must have Pg = -P^, Qg = -Qh-We have
Moreover by Proposition 2.2 we have dVolg = dVolh, hence P g = P h = 0. Since K-2(Qg) = £0(^)5 it follows that Qg is harmonic, so $g = Qgp 2 dzdz and $/! = -$p are holomorphic quadratic differentials. Note that ||^^|| = 11$/! 11 < 1. Since orientation preserving diffeomorphisms with holomorphic Hopf differential are harmonic, we conclude that the diagonal map from (i2, m) -> (P, g) x (P, h) is both harmonic and conformal. In other words if TT : M -4 M-i denotes the maps that associates to every metric the unique metric, conformal to it, of constant curvature -1, then we have 
mg(h) -q(7r(m)). Moreover
Here m is the medium point of the Lorentzian geodesic between g and h, whereas $ is the (2,0) part of g with respect to ra, Moreover mg(h) = q(n(m)).
Proof. We already described the map from X to Y, let us describe its inverse. Set g = $ + # + (1 + p|| 2 )ra, and h = -$-$ + (1 + ||$|| 2 )m, then g and h are critical with respect to ra, hence by Proposition 2.2 they have constant curvature -1, moreover the diagonal map from (i?, ra) into (i?, g) x (i?,/i) is harmonic and conformal, in particular g and /i are critical with respect to each other. Let ra' be the medium point of the geodesies between g and h. Prom above we see that the diagonal map between (i?, ra') and (i?, g) x (i?, h) is also harmonic and conformal. It follows that ra and ra' are conformal. Moreover the P coordinates of g with respect to ra and ra' are both identically zero, so ra = ra'. Moreover, by construction, the quadratic differential $ is the (2,0) part of g with respect to ra = ra'. The rest of the Proposition has already been proved. □ Remark 9. It can by proved as above that given (ra, $) E Y and 9 e [0,27r] the metric gg = e z<9 $ + e~z (9 $ + (1 + |$| 2 )ra, has constant curvature -1 and it is critical with respect to ra The set Y was already considered by Hitchin [6] self adjoint and positive, see for example [15] . As in [15] we can prove the following f P' \
Proposition 5.8. A vector f nf I G Tg(M) is orthogonal to M-i if and only if
Q' = -2I_ 1 LoI'(P').
Proof. Assume that
On the other hand we have
e. 4:L-iK-2{Q f ) -^L-ILQ^'
). However, since R does not have non trivial holomorphic vector fields, it follows that L_i has trivial kernel.
f P' \
Viceversa, if ( nl I is orthogonal to M-i, then the differentials Q' and -2L-iLo(D(P f )) have the same K-2 image and they are both L 2 orthogonal to the harmonic differentials, hence they coincide.
□ Set H = -2L_iLo£>.
Proposition 5.9. We have
Moreover the Lorentzian metric is positive definite on Tg(M-i) and negative definite on its orthogonal space.
Proof. We already know that the Lorentzian metric is positive definite on .M_i, in particular M-i has trivial intersection with its orthogonal. Let 
Since D is a positive operator and Q' -H(P'), we conclude that <<>> is negative definite on TgiM-r)- 1 . D Proof. Given £0 £ [0,1] let h^ = 7(^0) and let P^0, Qh 0 be the exponential coordinates with respect to HQ. For positive t close to 0 we have
From the above Proposition we see that the orthogonal projection from T g (M) to Tg(M-i) is well defined and it is easy to show that the
Since the tangent vector to the curve at ho is tangent to M-i and orthogonal to the VQ orbit, it follows from Proposition 5.4 that Proof. Since I n j gives the exponential coordinates for the Lorentzian / P"(0) \ metric and 7 is a geodesic in M-i, then the vector I n /i(n\ I is orthogonal to M-i. Moreover by differentiating twice equation (5.1) ^=^ where
Since ho is a metric, then |/i| < 1 and the Beltrami equation (5.2) admits a global solution /^ which is a diffeomorphism of R. Since any pair of local solution of (5.2) differ by a holomorphic map, see [1] , it follows that /^ : (i?, g) -> (i?, h) is holomorphic, by changing the holomorphic coordinates, if needed, we might assume that w = /^(z), hence that the function r is identically 1, i. e. 
HM = r(H ho ).
(
Moreover since /^ preserves the volume form, from [18] Lemma 4.1, we find
Since L r = if-r, and A = ALIKQ, it follows that the operator H(fi) depends only on /i and its derivatives on the surface R] it does not explicitly depend on the chosen solution to the Beltrami equation.
Here Hdi) is the operator i?/^, with ho the metric with the same volume form as </, and with Beltrami differential /i. So, by using equations (5.7) and (5.8) we prove the following Theorem 5.12. Consider the equation
with the initial conditions /i(0) = 0 and -^(0
) a fixed harmonic Beltrami differential in (R,g)-Then if fj,(t) is the solution of the above equation, and R(t) is the Riemann surface structure on R such that f^ : (R,g) -> R{{t) is holomorphic, then the curve given by t -> Teichmuller classes of R(t), is the Weil-Petersson geodesies starting at the class of g with initial tangent vector -^(0).
{
Note that equation (5.10) is equivalent to the system of first order equations: f = *(i -IMI 2 ) with /i(0) = 0 and 5(0) = -^(0). Moreover, since /^ preserves the volume form, then equation (5.5) implies that J R \5(iJ,t)\ 2 dVolg is independent on t, and it is the energy density of 7. In this last section we are going to show that, whenever g and h have strictly negative curvature, there exists a unique critical point of TQ in any homotopy class containing an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. By using Lemma (2.1) ii) we may reduce to the case of maps homotopic to the identity. Let r be the harmonic map from (i?, h) -> (ii, g) homotopic to the identity, so the identity is harmonic from (JR, h) to (R,T*(g)). Let P, Q the Lorentzian exponential coordinates of T*(g) with respect to h. Set 5 = l/21og(P + 1), then the identity is harmonic from (R,e 25 h) to (i?, T*(<7)). Since the P coordinate of T*(^) with respect to e 25 h is identically zero, it follows from Theorem 3. 
D
We have that the metrics g and h't are critical with respect to each other, let rrtt the medium point of the Lorentzian geodesies joining g and h't-In the Lorentzian exponential coordinates centered at m^, the geodesies is given by P s = sP, Q s = sQ, where g has coordinates I " I and h't
\ Q-i )
has coordinates ( ^ } . (here ( n j depends on i but, for simplicity, we will drop the suffix). Prom above we find (6.1) l-P>|Q| 1 + -P>|Q|, so -1< P < 1, and 0 < |Q| < 1.
which gives
On the other hand, by using exponential coordinates P*, Q* centered in g, it can be easily seen that Proof By using the above Lemma we can argue as in [11] . □ If we act on the metrics ra n , and in the same time on the map <f) n with the group DQ?
we still fi n d a sequence of minimal immersions with lagrangiam image, let us denote such immersions with \I/ n = ('^(l) n^( 2) n ). Note that \]/(l) n and ^(2) n are TQ critical with respect to the pairs of metrics ra n , g and and ra n , h n respectively. Remark 11. From formula (6.1) we can derive an L 00 bound of the differentials of \P(l)n and ^{2) n in terms of L 00 bounds of m n .
We need to show that a subsequence of m n converges up to elements in VQ. TO do this we will use an easy version of Cheeger-Gromov compactness Theorem, see [9] . So it is necessary to have a bound on the curvatures, on the total volumes (which are immediate from equations (6.3), (6.4) and Lemma 6.1), and on the diameters. Let m'n be the metric conformal to ra n with constant curvature -1. We can assume that m^ converges in C 00 norm, therefore to bound the diameter of m n it is sufficient to bound the volume forms of m n .
Let us write in conformal coordinates 
For any positive constant C, we define the set Sc = {z E R : log( £21 T) < -C}. Since the curvature of g is uniformly bounded, by using formulas (6.1), and (6.6), we see that, for large enough C (independent on n) the 2 function A n (log(^Z L 5-)) is negative on Sc, on the other hand, whenever Sc is nonempty, the minimum of log( i^j ) on Sc is in Sc, this yields a contradiction. Note that, we not only found an L 1 bound on | k^1^-)!, but also 2 an L 00 lower bound on log(^-). □
2
To obtain an L 00 upper bound on |log(^-)| we will use a so-called Wente estimate, see [2] , applied to a relatively compact neighborhood Q, of a fundamental domain of R in its universal covering space D. For simplicity any function on R and its lift to D will be denoted with the same symbol.
There is an L 00 uniform bound on |log(^-)|.
Proof. Since fin converges and (by the proof of Lemma 6.4) the function log(^Z L ) has an L 00 lower bound, we only need to bound log(z/ n 2 ). Let us write log(z/ n ) = r n + r) n , where r n is harmonic on ft and coincides with u n on 90, whereas (6.7)
S.Alog^2 = -l/21^(*(l) n )Jac(*(l) n ).
Since the right hand side of (6.7) has a determinant form and the conformal structure of m n converges, we can apply Theorem 1.2 in [2] , to obtain the estimate
where C is a positive constant independent on n, and the L 2 norm is computed with respect to the volume form oim n '. Lemma 6.2 will give a uniform L 00 bound on r) n . Since r n is harmonic, then we can estimate its L 00 norm in terms of its L l norm on a domain O' slightly smaller then fi. Now the Lemma follows from Lemma 6.4. □ Similar Lemmas can be proved for the sequence ^(2)^. By Remark (11) and Lemma 6.5 we derive an L 00 uniform bound on d^n. (All the bounds have to be considered with respect to the convergent sequence of hyperbolic metric, or, which is the same, with respect to a fixed metric). By using equation (6.6) we find an L 00 bound on the second derivative of dVol rnn . By Sobolev inequality in dimension 2, we obtain that (a subsequence of) m n converges to a metric m in C 1,a (whereas m' n -> m! in norm C 00 ) and \I/ n ->• \I> in C 0 ' a . Let us show that # is an immersion. To do this we will compare the metric m n with the metric p n which is the pull-back via $ n of the metric on (R * i?) n , we have It follows that \I/ is an immersion. Since \I/ is an immersion then (by using notations of Remark 3) Hi^n) and £i(\I/n) as well as ^(^n) and £2(*n) do not have common zeros. Moreover since the maps \I/ n have lagrangian image, we have Hi^n) = £1(^71) and 7/2(^71) = £2(^71)-Let us now prove that \I/ n converges to \I/ in C 00 norm. The maps ty n : (R^Pn) -* (R * R)n ar e minimal immersions with lagrangian image, then they satisfy equation (3.2), which, because of Lemma 6.6, is a uniformly elliptic equation in divergence form. By standard estimates, see for example [4] , and by formulas (6.1), we find a uniform C l,a estimate on \I/ n . Now by bootstrapping the equations (3.2) and (6.6) we conclude that \I/ n converges C 00 to \I/. So ^ is a minimal immersion with lagrangian image To conclude we need to show that the components \I/(1) and \I/(2) of ^ are diffeomorphisms. Since they are limits of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms, then they have non negative jacobian determinants, moreover, Hi = H2 and £1 = £25 and since \I/ is an immersion Hi and £1 as well as H2 and £2 do not have common zeros. If p is a zero of the jacobian of, say ^(1), then Hi and £1 do not vanish at p. If we let I = log(^1) and J* =Hi-Ci we have that, near the point p, J* = fl where / is a smooth function. Moreover, we already observed that J* > 0, that is Z>0.
|A(0|<C(|J| + |d(OI)nearp where C is a positive constant. Prom above, by using a standard Harnack inequality see [5] , we would conclude that / vanishes in a neighborhood of p. Since \I/(1) and ^(2) are non constant, it follows that they are orientation preserving diffeomorphism. Since the jacobians of \I/(1) and \I/(2) are bounded away from 0, it follows that 0 n = \I> (2) 
